
Congratulations you have purchased a large power train product!

Some facts you need to know....

*In reference to DG’s Pro Tech Warranty Disclaimer.*

Any concerns and or issues related to your power train product must by communicated in a timely
manner and returned to DG’s for further diagnosis, a tow should be arranged by the customer, at the
customers expense. Note: warranty may not be valid with change of ownership.

Misuse, abuse, neglect, alteration and or accident of the vehicle will void your warranty, videos and
pictures may be used as proof

Tampering with your product outside of a qualified repair shop, using improper fluids and/or improper
installation can void your warranty

Lack of recommended maintenance and service with record can void your warranty

This warranty does not include loss of use, towing, lost earnings and/or personal injury, and the
manufacturer has the final decision for warranty coverage

Warranty is not valid unless payment has been received and a core has been received

Parts related, but not parts of the transmission can fail and effect the trans, converter, radiator coolers,
linkage levers, controls, rubber mounts, external oil lines, electric accessories or seals, if so, this
warranty is non-valid, there is no way to predict there events and we cannot be responsible for them

Parts related, but not parts of the engine can fail and affect the engine, injector pump, pistons from
excessive EGT’s and surrounding components, if so, this warranty is non-valid, there is no way to
predict these events and cannot be responsible for them

Verification and inspection of the power train components can take between 1-2 weeks, the customer
is responsible to make arrangements for another vehicle during this time at their own expense

If warranty is denied, the customer is responsible for the diagnosis, shipping and subsequent repair of
the vehicle and power train component

1000 KM check over of your power train component must be performed by DG’s Pro Tech to engage
the stated warranty

I have read and agree to the terms and conditions between myself, DG’s Pro Tech and the power train
manufacture

Signature: _______________________________________ Date: ____________________________
INV #: _______________ Vehicle: _________________________ Kms: _____________________

● Lube, oil, filter
● Trans flush
● Diff Service
● Tire Rotate


